The characterization of quantum magnetism in a large spin (≥ 1) system naturally involves both spin-vectors and -tensors. While certain types of spin-vector (e.g., ferromagnetic, spiral) and spintensor (e.g., nematic in frustrated lattices) orders have been investigated separately, the coexistence and correlation between them have not been well explored. Here we propose and characterize a novel quantum spiral spin-tensor order on a spin-1 Heisenberg chain subject to a spiral spin-tensor Zeeman field, which can be experimentally realized using a Raman-dressed cold atom optical lattice. Through numerical density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) simulation, we obtain the phase diagram and characterize the coexistence of spin-vector and spin-tensor orders as well as their correlations. Our results may open an avenue for exploring novel magnetic orders and spin-tensor electronics/atomtronics in large-spin systems.
Introduction.-Quantum magnetism originates from the exchange coupling between quantum spins and lies at the heart of many fundamental phenomena in quantum physics [1] [2] [3] . In particular, understanding exotic magnetic orders of strongly correlated quantum spin chains is one major issue of modern condensed matter physics. Such interacting many-body systems can give rise to various magnetic orders and the phase transitions between them [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Major research efforts have been focused on spin-1/2 systems, where collinear (e.g., ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic) and non-collinear (e.g., spiral) magnetic orders are fully characterized by the spin-vector ( S) configurations, including their local orientations and densities as well as nonlocal correlations [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Quantum magnetism with large spins, such as spin-1, has also received considerable attention in recent years, where the large spin could originate from, for instance, intrinsic orbital degrees of electrons or pseudo-spins defined by hyperfine states of cold atoms [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Mathematically, a full description of a large spin (≥ 1) involves not only rank-1 spin-vectors, but also high-rank spin-tensors, therefore it is expected that the resulting quantum magnetism may possess both spin-vector and tensor orders. So far, spin-vector magnetism of a strongly correlated spin-1 chain has been extensively studied, where the competition between spin interaction and Zeeman field (either uniform or spiral along the chain) leads to rich phase diagrams [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Certain nematic magnetic orders of spin-tensors (with vanishing spin-vector) have been investigated in 2D geometrically frustrated (e.g., triangle) lattices [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . However, magnetic orders with the coexistence of these two orders have not been well explored and a unified description of such magnetic orders is still lacking. Addressing these two important issues should be of great importance for the discovery of novel types of magnetic orders and the exploration of a new type of electronics/atomtronics characterized by spin-tensors.
We restrict to spin-1 magnetic orders, which may be described by three crucial elements: i) spin-vector (represented by an arrow), ii ) spin-tensor (represented by an ellipsoid), and iii) the relative orientation between the arrow and ellipsoid. In previously studied spiral spinvector order [34] , arrow length, ellipsoid size, and their relative orientations are uniformly fixed across the lattice chain, while the 2D nematic phase in a frustrated lattice [41, 42] possesses vanishing spin-vector arrow and fixed ellipsoid size and directions.
In this Letter, we propose that quantum spiral spintensor orders may emerge from a spin-1 Heisenberg chain subject to a spiral spin-tensor Zeeman field. Our main results are:
i ) We propose an experimental setup for realizing a spin-1 Heisenberg chain subject to a spiral spin-tensor Zeeman field using a Raman coupled cold atom optical lattice.
ii ) We obtain and characterize the ground-state phase diagram of such a spin-1 chain numerically using the density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method. We find that both the spin-vector arrow (direction and length), the spin-tensor ellipsoid (direction and size) and their relative orientations are spiral along the chain, in contrast with previous studies for spiral spin-vector phases [34] or 2D nematic phases [41, 42] .
The model.-We consider an experimental setup based on ultracold bosonic atoms in a 1D optical lattice with Raman lasers that couple different spin and momentum states [50] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . A pair of counterpropagating lasers with wavelength λ L is used to realize the 1D optical lattice V lat (y) = −V 0 cos 2 (k L y) along the y-direction, with wavenumber k L = 2π/λ L . Three Raman lasers having an angle η with respect to the y-direction induce two Raman transitions between the spin states |0 and | ↑ (↓) [as shown in Fig. 1(b) ] with the momentum transfer 2k R , where 2π cos(η)/λ Ω with λ Ω the Raman-laser wavelength. The tight-binding Hamiltonian without Raman lasers can be written as
is the creation (annihilation) operator, σ = (↑, 0, ↓), t is the tunneling amplitude between neighboring sites, and S j = σσb † jσ F σσbjσ with F σσ represent the total angular momentum F = 1 spin operators. U 0 and U 2 are on-site density and spin interaction strengths.
In the Mott limit of commensurate odd integer filling and U 0 , U 2 t, we can get the effective spin Hamiltonian [51] ,
2 . Typically, J 1 < 0 for repulsive interaction, therefore we parameterize J 1 and J 2 on a unit circle with J 1 = cos θ and J 2 = sin θ and focus on the parameter region θ ∈ [0.5π, 1.5π]. The ferromagnetic order would maximize the term S j · S j+1 but minimize the term (S j · S j+1 ) 2 , therefore the system stays in the ferromagnetic phase for J 2 > J 1 (i.e., 0.5 ≤ θ/π < 1.25), where negative bilinear interaction J 1 dominates. For large negative biquadratic interaction J 2 < J 1 in the region (1.25 < θ/π ≤ 1.5), the ground state should maximize the term (S j · S j+1 ) 2 by forming spin singlet between neighboring sites, which breaks the translational symmetry, leading to the dimer phase [24] [25] [26] 52] . Typical values for alkaline atoms are θ/π = 1.26 for 23 Na, 1.15π for 7 Li, 1.242 for 41 K, and 1.249 for 87 Rb [28] . The ferromagnetic phase and dimer phase have uniform distributions of arrows and ellipsoids [51] .
The Raman lasers give rise to the site-dependent spin flipping terms Ωe −2iφj |↓ 0| and Ωe 2iφj |0 ↑| [see π cos(η)λ L /λ Ω describes the flux and can be tuned by the angle η. In the Mott limit, H Ω can be treated as spiral spin-vector and spin-tensor Zeeman fields H
, where
, Ω is the Zeeman field strength, and φ is the spiral period of the field. The total Hamiltonian of our system reads
The competition between spin interaction H 0 spin and spiral on-site field H Ω spin may induce many novel spin-tensor magnetic phases, where both the spin-vector and spintensor have to be considered to fully describe these quantum magnetic orders.
Description of spin-1 magnetic order : The magnetic orders of a spin-1 system may be described by the local densities of spin-vector S j and spin-tensor T j . Here T j is the spin-tensor fluctuation matrix whose elements are T
T is characterized by an arrow, and the spin-tensor density T j is characterized by an ellipsoid with the principle axis lengths l n j (n = a, b, c) and orientations v n j , which are given by the square-roots of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the 3 × 3 matrix T αβ j [53] , as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The vector and ellipsoid, together with their relative angles γ n j = S j ∠ v n j are used to describe the spiral spin-1 magnetic orders.
The spin-1 Hamiltonian may support dimer orders in certain parameter region, which describe the pairing order between two neighboring sites. The corresponding dimer-vector and dimer-tensor operators are defined as D T j can also be described geometrically using arrows and ellipsoids, similar as the spinvector and spin-tensor for a single site.
Beside the local densities, the spin-vector and spintensor correlations have to be considered to characterize the long-range order. Here the correlation function of an operatorÔ over a distance r is defined as
ν the average value of ν-fold degenerate ground-states. The spin-vector correlation is described by the an arrow S r with elements S α r = C (S α , r), while the spintensor correlation T r is described by an ellipsoid with the principle axis lengths l 
Spiral spin-tensor magnetism:
The numerical groundstate phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (1) can be obtained through the DMRG calculation [54, 55] , where the length of the spin chain L is up to 96 sites, and we keep the maximum states at 200 and achieve truncation errors of 10 −8 . The resulting phase diagram for φ/π = 1/6 is plotted in the θ − Ω plane in Fig. 2(b) . There are three different phases: the ferromagnetic spiral tensor phase (FST) for 0.5 ≤ θ/π < 1.25 and the dimer spiral tensor phase (DST) for 1.25 < θ/π ≤ 1.5, both in the small spiral on-site field Ω region, and the paramagnetic phase (P) for the large Ω. All these phases possess both spiral spin-vector and -tensor densities. For other spiral period φ, quantum phase diagrams are similar, except that the phase transitions may occur at different critical points and the period of the spiral modulation varies in the same way as the spiral period φ.
First we consider the region 0.5π ≤ θ < 1.25π with the weak Ω (the bottom-left part in the phase diagram), where the spin interactions are still dominant and the ferromagnetic order remains. At Ω = 0, the spin-vector arrow points to certain direction (assumed to be the z axis) that does not change along the chain, and the spintensor ellipsoid is a flat disk in the x-y plane (i.e., l a j = 0, v a j is parallel to z axis). In the presence of the spiral Zeeman field (Ω > 0), the spin-vector density arrows S j , the spin-tensor density ellipsoids T j , and their relative orientations become oscillating periodically along the chain, forming spiral loops in the Bloch sphere [51] and leading to the ferromagnetic spiral tensor phase, where the local spiral magnetism and long-range correlations coexist. Fig. 3(a1) shows the arrows S j and ellipsoids T j in one spatial period, which possess clear spiral structures. The spin-vector density arrows S j within each spatial period form a circular loop [51] . For the spin-tensor density ellipsoids T j , beside the modulation in its size, the corresponding axes form a twisted loop (8-shaped), leading to relative rotations between the spin-vector density arrows and the spin-tensor density ellipsoids [51] . Such spiral magnetic configuration originates from the competition between the on-site spin-vector potential [cos (2φj) S . Without the spin-tensor field, the spin-vector density arrows and spintensor density ellipsoids would rotate similarly with a fixed relative orientation, and all ellipsoids would have a fixed size. The ferromagnetic spiral order is characterized by the long-range correlation of both spin-vector S r and spin-tensor T r , as shown in Fig. 3(a2) .
As we increase Ω, the spin-vector rotation loop in a period first enlarges and then shrinks to a narrow ellipse (cigar-shaped). For a strong Ω, the system undergoes a phase transition from the ferromagnetic spiral tensor phase to the paramagnetic phase, where the long-range correlations vanishes. In the paramagnetic phase, the on-site Zeeman field in Hamiltonian (1) dominates, and all spin-vector density arrows are parallel to the Zeeman field with length modulations. The corresponding local magnetic densities are shown in Fig. 3(b1) . Clearly, the spin-vector density loop shrinks into a line on the x-axis in the paramagnetic phase. In the ferromagnetic spiral tensor phase, the ground state is 4-fold degenerate due to Z 2 exchange symmetry S y ↔ S z and Z 2 reflection symmetry S y(z) ↔ −S y(z) of the Hamiltonian (1), and the spontaneously symmetry breaking leads to nonzero S z and S y . However, in the paramagnetic phase, the ground state is non-degenerate and we must have S z = 0 and S y = 0, thus the spiral loop shrinks into a line. The rotation loop of the tensor ellipsoids changes similarly as we increase Ω: the loop first enlarges then shrinks into a line after the phase transition, where only the sizes (not the direction) of the ellipsoids oscillate [51] . In the paramagnetic phase, the vector correlation arrows S r and tensor correlation ellipsoids T r decrease (in size) with the distance r, indicating that there does not exist any long-range order, as shown in Fig. 3(b2) . Now we turn to the parameter region 1.25 < θ/π ≤ 1.5. The system still stays in the paramagnetic phase for a large Ω. For a small Ω, the negative biquadratic interaction dominates, leading to the dimer spiral tensor phase. In this phase, the ordinary correlations of both spinvector S r and spin-tensor T r decay similarly as the paramagnetic phase [51] . However, there exist long-range correlations for both dimer-vector D Phase transitions: The phase transitions between above phases can be characterized by the critical behaviors of the local densities and the correlations of the spin-vectors and -tensors. When the Zeeman field strength Ω increases from zero, the spiral loops of spinvector density arrows S j and spin-tensor density ellipsoids' axes emerge from initial uniform distribution, become larger, then shrink, and finally disappear at the phase transition [51] . The spin-tensor density ellipsoids T j have two critical behaviors when crossing the phase transition: a) the angles γ n j shows a large oscillation in the real space, which can be characterized by a sharp peak for the oscillatory amplitude of angles M (γ n ) = max(γ n j ) − min(γ n j ) located at the phase boundary, as clearly shown in Fig. 4(a) ; b) the oscillatory amplitude of ellipsoid's axe lengths M (l n ) = max(l n j ) − min(l n j ) have sharp features at the critical point, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic or dimer spiral phases corresponds to the formation of the long-range order, therefore the transition should also be captured by more essential correlation lengths. 
The numerical results for the spin-vector(-tensor) correlation length Θ(Ô) =
[56]
(Ô = S y,z , T yy,zz,xy,xz ) for the transition between paramagnetic and ferromagnetic spiral phases are shown in Fig. 4(c) , which show that there are (no) spin-vector and -tensor long-range correlations for the ferromagnetic spiral tensor (paramagnetic) phase. The critical point Ω c in the thermodynamic limit is determined by the crossing point between Θ(Ô)/L curves for different finite lattice lengths, as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
Similarly, Fig. 4(d) shows the dimer-vector(-tensor) correlation length Θ D (Ô)/L for finite lattice lengths, where Θ D (Ô) = Θ(DÔ) (Ô = S x,y,z , T xx,yy,zz,xy,xz,yz ) is used to determine the critical point between paramagnetic and dimer spiral tensor phases. The dimer correlation length of a finite lattice length retains and then decays. In the decaying region, the dimer correlation lengths of several finite lattices cross at one point. In the process of increasing the Zeeman field strength, the dimer-vector(-tensor) density spiral loop emerges from a uniform distribution, becomes larger, then shrinks, and finally disappears [51] .
Conclusions: In summary, we propose a new type of quantum magnetism, the spiral spin-tensor order, in a spin-1 Heisenberg chain subject to a spiral spin-tensor Zeeman field. We characterize such quantum spiral spintensor orders and their phase transitions using local spinvector and -tensor densities and their correlations, which can be visualized using arrows and ellipsoids for vector and tensor quantities. To detect such magnetic orders, we can isolate the sites of interest using additional site-resolved potentials and measure their local spin states and non-local spin correlations [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Our work should lay the foundation for exploring stronglycorrelated quantum magnetism in a large spin system and pave the way for engineering novel types of spin-tensor electronic/atomtronic devices.
Supplemental Materials
In this Supplemental Materials, we provide the details of the derivation of Hamiltonian (1), spin-vector and spintensor magnetic orders, correlation lengths for different spin-vector and spin-tensor operators, and the magnetic order with spin-tensor interaction.
A. Derivation of Hamiltonian (1)
The tight-binding Hamiltonian in the main text can be written as three terms
where
The effective spin model is obtained through the projection
where P s is the projection operator that projects the states into the low-energy subspace with filling N (N is an odd integer), H is the Hamiltonian after the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [1]
In the Mott insulator region, the hopping term H t is small. We choose O such that
Up to the second order of O (H t is the first order), we have
Denote P d as the projection operator that projects the states into the subspace of the high-energy with N + 1 filling.
where, 
where,
Here J 1 and J 2 are given by [? ]
After ignoring the constant term, the final effective spin Hamiltonian becomes,
B. Spin-vector and spin-tensor magnetic orders
Without the on-site Zeeman field (Ω = 0), the ferromagnetic spiral tensor phase reduces to the ordinary ferromagnetic phase (F). The corresponding local magnetic orders represented by the spin-vector density arrows and spin-tensor density ellipsoids' axes are uniform in space, as shown in Fig. S1(a) . For the ferromagnetic spiral tensor phase (FST) with a small Ω, the spin-vector density arrows and spin-tensor density ellipsoids' axes oscillate along the spin chain, forming spiral loops, as shown in Fig. S1(b) . With increasing Ω, the spiral loops first enlarge [see Figs. S1(c)-S1(d)], then shrink to a narrow ellipse [see Figs. S1(e)-S1(g)]. Across the phase transition point to the paramagnetic phase (P), the loops shrink to lines, where the spin-vector density arrows become parallel to the Zeeman field direction [ Fig. S1(h) ].
With increasing Ω, the relative rotation between two neighboring ellipsoids' axes becomes more significant [see The dimer spiral tensor phase (DST) is non-degenerate, therefore only the spin-tensor density ellipsoid's lengths l n j oscillate, while the angles γ n j are uniform. Specifically, the size of spin-vector density arrows S j and spin-tensor density ellipsoids T j oscillate along the chain, forming lines in the Bloch sphere that are similar as those for the paramagnetic phase [see Fig. S2(a1) ]. There is no long-range spin-vector and -tensor correlations [see Fig. S2(a2) ]. Instead, the system possesses long-range dimer correlations. Moreover, the dimer-vector density D For the ordinary dimer phase (D) with Ω = 0, the dimer-vector density arrows and dimer-tensor density ellipsoids' axes are uniform in space, as shown in Fig. S3(a) . In the dimer spiral tensor phase with increasing Ω, the spiral loop for the dimer order first enlarges [see Figs. S3(b)-S3(g)], then shrinks into a point at the phase transition to the paramagnetic phase (Fig. S3(h) ). For the on-site Zeeman field given in the main text, the system has a mirror symmetry, therefore the spiral loops formed by the dimer densities shrink to lines. If a phase shift between spin-vector and -tensor terms is introduced to the on-site Zeeman field modulation along the chain, the mirror symmetry is broken and the dimer spiral loops would emerge as circles. In addition, the dimer-vector density D In the dimer spiral tensor phase, the ground state is non-degenerate, therefore the behaviors of spin-tensor ellipsoids' lengths l The critical point Ω c for the phase transition between ferromagnetic spiral tensor and paramagnetic phases in the thermodynamic limit can be examined by the spin-vector(-tensor) correlation lengths Θ(Ô) (Ô = S y,z , T yy,zz,xy,xz ). The DMRG results show that Θ(Ô)/L for several finite lattice lengths cross at one point with increasing Ω, which is the critical point Ω c between ferromagnetic spiral tensor and paramagnetic phases, as shown in Fig. S7 . Similarly, the phase transition between dimer spiral tensor and paramagnetic phases in the thermodynamic limit can be examined by the dimer-vector(-tensor) correlation lengths Θ D (Ô)/L (Ô = S x,y,z , T xx,yy,zz,xy,xz,yz ). There is (no) long-range dimer correlation in the thermodynamic limit for the dimer spiral tensor (paramagnetic) phase. With increasing Ω, the dimer correlation length Θ D (Ô)/L for a finite lattice retains and then decays. In the decay region, Θ D (Ô)/L for several finite lattice lengths cross at one point, which corresponds to the phase transition critical point Ω c , as shown in Fig. S8 .
D. Magnetic order with spin-tensor interaction
The spin-tensor can appear not only as an on-site Zeeman field, but also as interactions between nearest-neighbor sites. The biquadratic term of Hamiltonian (1) in the main text contains many types of spin-tensor interactions, making it hard to identify the spin-tensor correlations induced by each term. Moreover, the spin-tensor correlations cannot be isolated out because they are bound with the spin-vector correlations. Here we consider a simple toy spin Hamiltonian, 
where J a = cos θ and J b = sin θ. The competition between the spin-vector and spin-tensor interactions induces ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic vector or tensor phases for different θ, as shown in Fig. S9 . A weak spiral zeeman field (here we take Ω = 0.1) can induce spiral spin-vector densities, but does not affect the long-range magnetic order. We find that the ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) vector phases are similar as those discussed in Ref. [2] , where the system possesses both long-range vector and tensor correlations with spiral spinvectors densities, and the long-range tensor correlations are induced by the spin-vector interactions. In ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) tensor phase [FT (AFT)], the system only possesses long-range spin-tensor correlations (with no long-range spin-vector correlations), which are induced directly by the spin-tensor interactions. In the AFT phase, the spin-tensor density ellipsoids T j have orthogonal axes between nearest-neighbor sites, while in the FT phase, the axes of the ellipsoids T j are parallel between nearest-neighbor sites. In both the FT and AFT phases, the spin-vector density arrows S j are spiral along the chain. Such FT and AFT phases due to the spin-tensor interactions are very different from previous studies of spin-vector interactions. As examples, in Figs. S10(a1)-S10(a2), we show the magnetic local densities and non-local correlations in the AFT phase. 
